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“ D r u g s ,  S p a c e ,  a n d  C y b e r n e t i c s :  
E v o l u t i o n  t o  C y b o r g s ”   

“the altering of bodily functions ... achieved without 
heredity by suitable biochemical, physiological, and 

electronic modification of man’s existing modus 
vivendi”.  

 
“creating self-regulating man-machine systems” 

 
“self-regulation needs to function without the benefit of 

consciousness” 
 

“cooperate with the body’s own autonomous 
homeostatic controls” 

 
“for the artificially extended homeostatic control system 

functioning unconsciously, one of us (Manfred Clynes) 
has coined the term Cyborg”  











“Cyberspace. A consensual hallucination experienced 
daily by billions of legitimate operators, in every 
nation, by children being taught mathematical 

concepts... A graphic representation of data 
abstracted from banks of every computer in the 

human system. Unthinkable complexity. Lines of light 
ranged in the nonspace of the mind, clusters and 
constellations of data. Like city lights, receding...”  









September 10th 1945 













“the study of non-linear 

structures and systems, 

whether electric or 

mechanical, whether 

natural or artificial, has 

needed a fresh and 

independent point of 

commencement” 



Alcibiades Being Taught by Socrates, 1776-77 





“Essay on the Philosophy of the Sciences” 

1834 

“Classification of Human Knowledge in Synoptic Tables of 

the Sciences and Arts” 

Three Sub Divisions of Science 

Third Order 

 

336 

 

Politique 

Cybernétique 

 

“The future science of government 

should be called ‘cybernetics’ 

(‘la cybernetique’).” 
André-Marie Ampere 

(1775-1836)  
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“ A  C o m m e n t  o n  C e r t a i n  
P o i n t s  w h e r e  C y b e r n e t i c s  

I m p i n g e s  o n  R e l i g i o n ”  







1948 





1960 







1965 1962 



“Let us return now to the problem of schemata from 
which to construct future systems to facilitate man's interaction with transformable 
information. As a shorter term for such systems, let us use "procognitive systems.“” 

PART I 
MAN'S INTERACTION WITH RECORDED KNOWLEDGE 

 
CHAPTER 4 

• Man-Computer Interaction in Procognitive Systems 
• The Physical "Intermedium" 

• Man-Computer Interaction Languages 
• Adaptive Self-Organization in Man-Computer Interaction 

 
PART II 

EXPLORATIONS IN THE USE OF COMPUTERS IN LIBRARY AND PROCOGNITIVE 
FUNCTIONS  























“ … a broad class of human endeavor which may be 

described as creative informational activity. 

 

Let us differentiate this from another class which we 

will call informational housekeeping.”  



“Face to face through a computer”  

 

“The computer—switch or interactor?”  

 

“Distr ibuted intel lectual  resources”  

 

“Computer and information networks”  

  

“Message processing”  

  

“On - l ine interact ive communit ies”  











“You will not send a letter or a telegram; you 

will simply identify the people whose files 

should be linked to yours and the parts to 

which they should be linked-and perhaps 

specify a coefficient of urgency. You will 

seldom make a telephone call; you will ask 

the network to link your consoles together.” 



Meet 
OLIVER 



“On-Line Interactive Vicarious Expediter & Responder”  

“ … a complex of computer programs and data that resides within the network 

and acts on behalf of its principal, taking care of many minor matters that do 

not require his personal attention and buffering him from the demanding 

world. “You are describing a secretary,” you will say. But no! Secretaries will 

have OLIVERS. 

 

At your command, your OLIVER will take notes (or refrain from taking notes) 

on what you do, what you read, what you buy and where you buy it. It will 

know who your friends are, your mere acquaintances. It will know your value 

structure, who is prestigious in your eyes, for whom you will do what  with 

what priority, and who can have access to which of your personal files. It will 

know your organization’s rules pertaining to proprietary information and the 

government’s rules relating to security classification.”  



Oliver Selfridge 

Graduate student 
of 

Norbert Wiener 
 

Early reviewer 
of 

“Cybernetics” 







“We are the slaves of our technical improvement 
and we can no more return a New Hampshire farm 

to the self-contained state in which it was 
maintained in 1800 than we can, by taking thought, 

add a cubit to our stature.” 
 

“We have modified our environment so radically 
that we must now modify ourselves in order to 

exist in this new environment.  We can no longer 
live in the old one.” 



"Speculations Concerning the First Ultraintelligent 
Machine” 
I. J. Good 

 
“Advances in Computers”, vol. 6, 1965 



“The survival of man depends on the 

early construction of an ultra-

intelligent machine. 
 

In order to design an ultraintelligent machine 

we need to understand more about the 

human brain or human thought or both. In 

the following pages an attempt is made to 

take more of the magic out of the brain by 

means of a "subassembly" theory, which is a 

modification of Hebb’s famous speculative 

cell-assembly theory. My belief is that the 

first ultraintelligent machine is most likely to 

incorporate vast artificial neural circuitry, and 

that its behavior will be partly explicable in 

terms of the subassembly theory. Later 

machines will all be designed by 

ultraintelligent machines, and who am I to 

guess what principles they will devise? But 

probably Man will construct the deus ex 
machina in his own image.” 



“Let an ultraintelligent machine be defined as a machine that can far 

surpass all the intellectual activities of any man however clever. Since 

the design of machines is one of these intellectual activities, an 

ultraintelligent machine could design even better machines; there 

would then unquestionably be an 'intelligence explosion,' and the 

intelligence of man would be left far behind. Thus the first 

ultraintelligent machine is the last invention that man need ever make, 

provided that the machine is docile enough to tell us how to keep it 
under control.” 

THE INTELIGENCE EXPLOSION 




